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Abstract

Coarse-graining is a molecular modeling technique in which an atomistic system

is represented in a simplified fashion that retains the most significant system features

that contribute to a target output, while removing the degrees of freedom that are

less relevant. This reduction in model complexity allows coarse-grained molecular

simulations to reach increased spatial and temporal scales compared to correspond-

ing all-atom models. A core challenge in coarse-graining is to construct a force field

that represents the interactions in the new representation in a way that preserves the

atomistic-level properties. Many approaches to building coarse-grained force fields have
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limited transferability between different thermodynamic conditions as a result of aver-

aging over internal fluctuations at a specific thermodynamic state point. Here, we use a

graph-convolutional neural network architecture, the Hierarchically Interacting Particle

Neural Network with Tensor Sensitivity (HIP-NN-TS), to develop a highly automated

training pipeline for coarse grained force fields which allows for studying the transfer-

ability of coarse-grained models based on the force-matching approach. We show that

this approach not only yields highly accurate force fields, but also that these force fields

are more transferable through a variety of thermodynamic conditions. These results

illustrate the potential of machine learning techniques such as graph neural networks

to improve the construction of transferable coarse-grained force fields.

Introduction

Molecular simulations elucidate the microscopic physical processes that give rise to a phys-

ical system’s function and behavior. One of the principal components that determines the

accuracy of a molecular simulation is the force field, a mathematical model that calculates

the forces acting on the particles in the system as a function of their positions, i.e., the

interatomic forces. Force fields are typically constructed and calibrated by a combination of

top-down parameterization techniques (so that a simulation reproduces known properties of

the target system such as structural, thermodynamic, and dynamical properties measured in

experiments) and bottom-up techniques (by fitting to forces generated using first-principles

calculations1–6). Molecular models with well-parameterized force fields enable the determi-

nation of key physical and chemical properties needed by researchers in a variety of domains

such as chemistry, materials science, and biophysics.3,7–9 These properties are generated by

extracting observable quantities from the results of a simulation using a variety of sampling

techniques.10,11

Even with a force field in hand, performing molecular simulations can incur a signifi-

cant computational cost, primarily because large numbers of atoms are often required in
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order to understand a system’s collective behaviors and statistical properties. To ameliorate

the computational cost associated with simulating a system at an all-atom (AA) level, the

system can be redefined using a coarse-grained (CG) representation in which some of the

atomistic degrees of freedom are removed to reduce the overall model complexity. Specifi-

cally, coarse-graining is a molecular modeling technique in which collections of atoms with

highly interrelated behavior are reduced to single particles.1,12–23 By neglecting and removing

the internal dynamics of the atoms within each group, CG models increase computational

efficiency and allow simulations to be performed over increased spatial and temporal scales.

Coarse-graining has been shown to be capable of reproducing the structural and thermody-

namic properties of a broad class of systems including molecular liquids,1,24–27 polymers,28–31

and proteins.9,12,13,15

A limitation of traditional coarse-graining techniques and the corresponding force fields

used to perform the CG simulations is transferability – that is, CG models are optimized at

a specific thermodynamic state point, but perform poorly outside of those conditions.32 The

transferability problem arises because the effects of the removed degrees of freedom are them-

selves a function of thermodynamic conditions.33 Researchers are attempting to tackle the

transferability problem using a variety of techniques, including inverse Monte Carlo meth-

ods,34 extended ensemble approaches35,36 and integral equation methods,37 among others.

A related approach is to use thermodynamic consistency38–40 to provide data-driven models

across thermodynamic conditions.

The development of AA and CG force fields is a complex task that involves selection

of functional forms, creation and curation of data, optimization of parameters, evaluation

of preliminary models, and tuning of hyper-parameters (such as cost functions weights)

associated with fitting.41 Recently, approaches using machine learning (ML) methods have

been applied to build many-body models of atomistic3,7,8,42,43 and coarse-grained31,44–46 forces

with increased flexibility in comparison to traditional methods. These approaches allow for

tight matching with reference data, but introduce even more hyper-parameters to the model
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and fitting procedure, further complexifying the automation of force field development.

In this paper, we present an ML CG workflow to construct force fields based on the force-

matching (or multi-scale coarse-graining) approach47 using the Hierarchically Interacting

Particle Neural Network with Tensor Sensitivity (HIP-NN-TS)48,49 architecture, which has

previously only been applied to AA systems. We show that this workflow is robust in that it

is able to consistently build a large number of accurate CG models for a variety of chemical

physics systems across many thermodynamic state points. We then use these models to study

transferability of the many-body ML CG approach. We compare these results to two-body

effective potentials using the recently developed OpenMSCG50 software. We find that the

ML CG approach is more consistently accurate, can take advantage of additional training

data, and produces more transferable models across varying temperature. We furthermore

study several molecules across temperature and density variations, comparing single-state-

point models with models produced by training to all available data, and find that both

types are surprisingly transferable even as systems undergo large changes in their structural

ordering.

Methods

In this section, we describe training data generation, the ML model architecture, the training

procedure, and evaluation methods used in this work. An overview of the workflow is shown

in Figure 1.

Coarse-graining

We use a typical coarse-graining framework in which collections of atoms in an AA system

are mapped to CG beads and internal degrees of freedom in each collection of atoms are

removed from the CG model. With this aim, a mapping from the AA configuration space to

the CG resolution is selected. We use a bottom-up approach to construct the corresponding
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Figure 1: An illustration of the workflow used to create and analyze the ML CG models

CG force field, which is defined to preserve the configuration probability density from the

AA space in the CG space.51 The relation between the configuration probabilities in each

representation is

PCG(R) =

∫
PAA(r)δ[M(r)−R] dr, (1)

where r = {r1, r2, . . . , rn} represents the positions ri for atoms 1 ≤ i ≤ n in the AA space,

R = {R1,R2, . . . ,RN} the positions RI for CG beads 1 ≤ I ≤ N , M the mapping function

from r to R, and PCG and PAA the respective CG and AA configuration probability densities.

For the canonical ensemble generated by an AA energy EAA at inverse temperature β, this

equation can be cast in terms of a free energy function ECG as

e−βECG(R) ∝
∫

e−βEAA(r)δ[M(r)−R] dr. (2)

This free energy function is a potential of mean force, in that the CG forces derived from

it should match the force averages across all possible atomistic configurations corresponding

to each CG configuration, based on the selected mapping M.

Herein each CG bead represents the atoms that compose a single molecule, and we invoke

a center-of-mass mapping to construct the CG representation. We define the mass MI of a
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bead I as a sum of the masses mi for each atom i in the corresponding molecule as

MI =
n∑

i=1

mi∆i,I , (3)

where ∆ is an indicator for which atoms correspond to which bead,

∆i,I =





1, atom i is in molecule I,

0, otherwise.

(4)

The dynamical variable in the coarse-grained model we use is the center of mass position,

RI , i.e.

RI = M(r)I =

∑n
i=1miri∆i,I

MI

. (5)

Also required is a mapping B from AA forces f = {f1, f2, . . . , fn} to CG forces F =

{F1,F2, . . . ,FN}. Ciccotti, Kapral, and Vanden-Eijnden52 derived a set of criteria for B that

guarantees that the corresponding free energy function ECG is consistent with equation 1.

Summarily, while B may be nonlinear in r, it must be linear in f , and B must serve as an

inverse of the AA gradient of the coordinate mapping, ∇rM, when contracted over the AA

indices. A simple choice consistent with this criteria is to define B so that FI is the sum of

forces fi for atoms i in bead I, i.e.

FI = B(f)I =
n∑

i=1

fi∆i,I . (6)

Using these CG mappings, for each frame of data, F provides an unbiased estimator of the

negative derivative of the CG free energy ECG with respect to the coordinates R.

Model architecture

To build the CG free energy function ECG, we applied the Hierarchically Interacting Particle

Neural Network with Tensor Sensitivity (HIP-NN-TS).49 HIP-NN-TS is a graph-convolutional
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neural network (GCNN); the convolutions, implemented in an interaction layer, make the

model invariant under rotations, translations, and permutations of the atoms in the simu-

lation. The tensor-sensitivity component builds upon the original model48 by introducing

many-body features into the individual neurons of the interaction layer.

We adapted the open-source hippynn48 codebase that implements HIP-NN-TS to take

bead positions as inputs rather than atom positions. The models then predict the free

energy of the system based on the bead configurations. The force on each bead is calculated

as the negative gradient of the predicted free energy with respect to the bead positions using

automatic differentiation.53 Using the language of Ref. 49, the ML CG models developed here

use tensor order ℓ = 2 and contain nint = 1 interaction layer, natom = 3 atomic environment

layers, nν = 20 sensitivity functions, and nfeature = 32 atomic features per layer.

In addition to the neural network component of the free energy, a short-ranged pairwise

repulsive potential was added to the models. The data used to train the models comes from

equilibrium simulations in which there is an effective lower bound on intermolecular distance,

r. Without the addition of the repulsive potential, the models can generate unphysical,

untrained predictions for the forces between pairs of beads whose distance is less than r,

due to the lack of data. The repulsive potential ensures that any two beads separated by

less than r are repelled, as implied by the lack of data for that region of phase space. The

repulsive potential is of the form

Erep(r) = E0e
−ad (7)

where r is the distance between the pair of beads, and E0, a > 0 are parameters set based

on the specific system. Importantly, because the pairwise potential pertains to lack of data,

it is necessary to set E0 and a before training the neural network. The procedure used

for identifying E0 and a is detailed in the Supporting Information. We emphasize that the

repulsive pair potential significantly improves the stability of learned ML CG models during

simulations, resulting in a highly automated workflow.
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Training

For the methanol comparison study, we follow the data generation scheme described in an

OpenMSCG tutorial54 for building CG models of methanol. The molecular dynamics suite

GROMACS55 is used to generate 100,000 timesteps of 1 fs each of a box with 1,728 methanol

molecules under periodic boundary conditions. Every 100th step is saved, resulting in 1,000

AA frames. The topology and initial coordinates are downloaded from the GROMACS

webpage and the OPLS-AA56 force field is used. The simulation is run in the canonical

ensemble using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat.

For the cross-molecular study, we use the LAMMPS57 software package with the GROMOS-

54A758 force field to simulate three molecular fluids: methanol, benzene, and methane across

a variety of temperatures and densities above the critical temperature for each molecule.

The molecular topologies were obtained using the Automated Topology Builder (ATB) and

Repository.59,60 PACKMOL61 was used to generate initial coordinates and Moltemplate62

was used to generate PACKMOL input files. We performed MD simulations in the canon-

ical ensemble using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat. Each simulation contained 1,024 molecules

and the density was controlled using cubic boxes of various size with periodic boundary

conditions. Following an equilibration procedure, each MD simulation consisted of 50,000

timesteps of 1 fs. Every 50th frame was recorded, totalling 1000 frames.

For both studies, after generating the AA data, the mappings M of Eq. 5 and B of Eq. 6

were applied to each frame to create the training data for the ML CG models. For the

methanol comparison study and the cross-molecular study, we trained single-state models

using data from a single state point (i.e. for each temperature and density combination).

These single-state models are then applied using MD at the same state point to which they

were trained to establish a baseline. They are also applied with MD at other temperatures

and densities, to test their transferability. For the cross-molecular study, we also trained a

multi-state model for each molecule using combined data from every state point and tested

it using MD at each of those state points. See Figure 2 for an illustration of these three
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Figure 2: An illustration of the three types of tests performed on the ML CG method.

The multi-state datasets are the same size as the single-state datasets, built by evenly

subselecting the frames from each state point. In each case, the 1000 frames of training data

are split randomly into 800 training frames, 100 validation frames, and 100 testing frames.

The loss function used to train the ML CG models was the sum of the root mean square

error (RMSE) and mean absolute error (MAE) for the model predictions versus the training

data values of the forces for each configuration in the dataset.
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Performance evaluation

We measure the accuracy of CG models by how well they reproduce statistics from the AA

models, in accordance with Eq. 1. In particular, the radial distribution functions (RDFs)

measured during MD simulations using the CG models were compared to the RDFs gen-

erated from the AA MD simulations. The RDF, denoted by g(r), describes the statistics

for finding a particle at distance r from a randomly chosen particle. It is normalized so

that an RDF is asymptotically one for large radii by defining the RDF as the ratio between

the local density variations and the bulk density.63 The RDF is a key structural metric

used in characterizing the degree of local ordering in a system. It can be determined using

theoretical, computational, or experimental approaches, and can be used to derive much

thermodynamic information about a system.63–67 In this work, AA RDFs are computed us-

ing molecular centers of mass, and CG RDFs, correspondingly, are computed using the bead

positions.

In order to construct the CG RDFs, we performed CG MD simulations in the canonical

ensemble. The initial positions for these simulations were taken from a random frame of

the model training data at the appropriate temperature and density. After equilibrating the

CG system, 50,000 timesteps of 1 fs each were run, and each 50th frame was recorded. The

RDFs were computed from these 1,000 frames of data. The AA RDFs were taken from the

AA training data, which was also performed using canonical ensemble MD as detailed in the

Training subsection.

To quantify the difference AA and CG RDFs, we use the total absolute error (TAE). The

TAE is the total area between two curves, i.e.,

TAE(g1, g2) =

∫ ∞

0

|g2 − g1| dr. (8)

For the calculations in this paper, we used a finite sum approximation of TAE. Specifically,
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we used

TAE(g1, g2) ≈
n∑

i=0

|g2(ri)− g1(ri)|∆r, (9)

where {rj} represents a sequence of distance values, evenly spaced between r0 = 0 and an

appropriately chosen rn = rmax > 0, with width ∆r between each pair of successive values.

We chose TAE to compare RDFs rather than MAE because the TAE is not strongly sensitive

to the choice of upper cutoff rmax of the RDF radius, whereas the MAE is.

A usual method for evaluating ML models is to examine error metrics such as MAE and

RMSE on test data reserved from training. However, for the CG problem here, the training

data F is a statistical distribution of forces, whereas the model predicts the mean of this

distribution, ⟨F⟩; as a result, there is intrinsic noise in the loss function.68 For this reason,

conventional metrics are not easily usable for assessing the quality of the ML CG model.

Nevertheless, several conventional metrics for the performance of the models are reported in

the Supporting Information, and we do observe that within a given problem, there is some

correspondence between the error given by RDF TAE and by force MAE/RMSE.

Results

In this section, the performance of the ML CG models is explored. Both single-state models,

those trained using data at a specific temperature and density, and multi-state models, those

trained using data from a range of temperatures and densities, are discussed.

Methanol Comparison Study

To establish a baseline for the ML CG approach, we compared it to the recently released

OpenMSCG software for coarse-graining methanol.50 OpenMSCG is based upon methods

proposed by Izvekov and Voth1,69 and later further developed and generalized by others

including Noid et. al.47,51,70 The OpenMSCG software provides a set of force-matching rou-

tines which implement a bottom-up coarse-graining method that calculates the effective CG
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Figure 3: Subfigures (a) and (b) show a comparison of methanol RDFs generated using
(1) a reference AA simulation, (2) the MS-CG technique, and (3) the single-state ML CG
models. These RDFs were generated at (a) 200 K, density 0.77 g/cm3 and (b) 400 K, density
0.77 g/cm3. Subfigure (c) summarizes the corresponding results across 11 temperatures.
Subfigure (d) shows the transferability of a single-state model for each method, each trained
with 300 K data.
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interactions by minimizing the difference between CG forces and reference AA forces; this is

quite similar to our workflow and uses the same coordinate and force mappings. The main

difference is that OpenMSCG uses a pairwise force/energy function between beads instead

of a GCNN.

The results of this comparison are given in Fig. 3. Both methods perform well, with

the ML CG method exhibiting significantly lower error at lower temperatures as shown in

Figure 3(a) for 200K. These results illustrate that, in general, we expect the neural network-

based methodology to result in CG force fields that perform as well as or better than those

constructed using force-matching when applied to data at a specific state point. Figure 3(b)

shows results for methanol at 400 K. In this case, the OpenMSCG and ML CG methods

give very similar and excellent overall accuracy. As such, in this case, there is only a limited

potential for improvement over the OpenMSCG model. We performed this study for a range

of temperatures from 200K to 400K, with the overall RDF TAEs presented in Figure 3(c). At

lower temperatures, the ML CG models perform substantially better than the OpenMSCG

models. As the the temperature is increased, the difference between the two methods is less

pronounced. In the temperature range 340K-380K, the OpenMSCG method is slightly more

accurate, although the difference between the methods is relatively small. The models shown

in Figure 3(c) were trained using 1000 frames of training data. In the SI Figure S1, we show

similar results constructed using 10 and 100 frames of training data. With far fewer data,

the advantage of ML CG over OpenMSCG is less pronounced; we find the performance of

OpenMSCG saturates more quickly as the dataset size is increased.

To understand the transferability of the models, we applied the single-state model learned

at 300K for each method to a range of temperatures and recorded the TAEs of the resulting

trajectories in Figure 3(d). In both cases, the model produces lower errors in the vicinity

of the training state point, and the TAE rises smoothly at higher and lower temperatures.

However, the ML CG model shows significant lower TAE compared to OpenMSCG when

applied at temperatures further from the training state point. At temperatures lower than
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300 K, the TAE of ML CG is approximately a factor 2 lower in comparison to OpenMSCG.

As the main difference in the methods is the many-body nature of the ML CG model vs. the

pairwise nature of OpenMSCG, this illustrates how accounting for many-body interactions

may be relevant to producing more transferable CG force fields.

Cross-molecular Study

To further study thermodynamic transferability in ML CG models, we applied the ML CG

method to several molecules (methanol, benzene, and methane) across a range of tempera-

tures and densities as described in the Training subsection.

Figure 4 shows examples of the RDFs generated using single-state models for methanol,

benzene, and methane. Each subfigure shows a reference AA RDF computed using molecular

centers-of-mass for atomistic MD data generated at the same temperature and density. There

is excellent agreement between the AA and CG RDFs in each case, illustrating that the ML

CG models accurately capture the shape and magnitude of the RDF peaks for each of the

examined molecular fluids.

Figure 5 shows the results of three workflows for all three molecules studied across the

nine state points used for each molecule. First, the single-state models are used to provide

a baseline of a usual CG approach which trains and tests at the same thermodynamic state

point (denoted single-state (base.) in the figure). Second, for each molecule, the single-state

model trained at the center state point is applied to each of the test state points (denoted

single-state (trans.)), providing a picture of the transferability of the ML CG model when

extrapolating through thermodynamic state space. Finally, the multi-state model is applied

to each state point (denoted multi-state (trans.)) to test whether training to all state points

provides improved transferability characteristics (for details see the Training section). Each

molecular fluid was studied at three densities (shown in three panels) and three temperatures

(shown on the vertical axis of each panel) in Figure 5. The error bars show the standard

deviation calculated across five trials, where in each trial, several factors were randomly
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Figure 4: Baseline comparison of reference RDFs generated from AA MD against RDFs
generated via a ML CG single-state model for (a) methanol, (b) benzene, and (c) methane.

varied: the train/valid/test split for the data used to create the ML CG model, the initial

weights of the HIP-NN-TS network, the initial frame for the ML CG dynamics, and the

random number seed used for the thermostat.

The findings for the single-state baseline test were consistent for the three molecules.

For methanol (Figure 5(a)), we observe that the single-state models generate similar, very

low (< 0.25 Å) TAE values over all the densities and temperatures studied. For benzene

(Figure 5(b)), the average TAE is good (< 0.45 ), although somewhat higher than methanol,

but again, single-state models produce fairly consistent TAE values across all state points.
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deviation calculated by constructing five ML CG models randomly sampled as described in
the text.
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For methane (Figure 5(c)), the single-state models perform best at the lowest temperature

and highest density studied. This is an interesting observation because at this state point

we expect the RDF to have the most structure and stronger correlations at larger r values in

comparison to, for example, higher temperatures and lower densities. For the high density

state points, the ML CG model for methane performs worse as the temperature is increased.

Overall, the results in Figure 4 and Figure 5 illustrate that the ML CG methodology de-

veloped in this article can be applied to construct CG free energy functions that generate

RDFs in strong agreement with AA results.

For the transferability test of the single-state models, the results show a surprising level

of transferability for ML CG models; in general the TAEs for this test are almost always

within a factor of 2 of the baseline single-state performance, with the exception of high-

temperature, high-density methanol. Even more surprising, for several state points the

single-state transferability performance is actually superior to the baseline models. Another

observation is that significant variance between runs is observable for high-density benzene.

Under more careful examination, these models produced slightly under-structured RDFs,

and the variance between models is explained by the degree of under-structuring. A similar

but less pronounced effect is visible for high-density methanol, where some variance appears

for the single-state transferability model. In this case, the RDFs were not definitively under-

or over-structured. Despite these fluctuations, the RDF quality is still reasonable.

Like the single-state transferability tests, the multi-state models exhibit remarkable trans-

ferability, in some instances even performing better than the single-state models. The higher

variance observed in the single-state transferability tests for benzene has been significantly

reduced. More detailed investigation of the underlying RDFs demonstrates that the multi-

state ML CG models reproduce the AA statistics even through relatively large changes in

the structural ordering of the fluid. Fig. 6 shows the most extreme state points (high-density,

low-temperature and low-density, high-temperature) with respect to structural ordering. All

of the molecules undergo significant changes in structural ordering across the space of ther-
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Figure 6: Comparison of reference RDFs generated by AA MD against RDFs generated via
the ML CG multi-state model for (a) and (b) methanol, (c) and (d) benzene, and (e) and (f)
methane. The state points represented are the left-most and right-most pictured in Figure
5 for each molecule, which have, respectively, the most and least structured RDFs.
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modynamic states. We also tested whether the multi-state model can be productively applied

to state points not present in the training data. We examined this for methanol by generating

AA ground truth at two intermediate densities and two intermediate temperatures, yielding

four new state points. The results of the multi-state model at these previously unseen points

are shown in SI Figure S3, and demonstrate that the performance of the model does not

significantly change when it is applied to intermediate state points not seen during training.

The ML CG workflow produces accurate models for a range of molecules and state points

without tuning. The main parameter that might be adjusted is the interaction radius of the

HIP-NN-TS architecture, but in this work, a uniform interaction distance of 12 Å was used

for all molecules.

Computational cost

Computation times for ML CG training and MD are affordable enough to enable high-

throughput analysis. For benzene and methane, training the ML CG models and running

MD with the trained model each consistently took less than 30 minutes with a single NVIDIA

A100 GPU. For methanol, each took consistently under one hour with the same architecture.

As a result, in the course of this work, we were able train more than 150 models and run

more than 400 MD simulations. Scientifically, the most important aspect of automating

these simulations was the addition of the repulsive potential determined as a pre-training

step.

We also performed a comparison of our ML CG models to the AA HIP-NN-TS models

of Ref. 49 using a periodic box of 1,024 methanol molecules. The AA ML potential could

compute the forces approximately 0.3s on average, where the CG potential could compute

the forces in approximately 0.04s on average. There is also a factor of four between the

typical timestep for AA MD with an ML potential (0.25 fs) and the timestep used here

(1 fs), leading to an overall 30 times faster simulation capacity with the ML CG method.

Of course, there are many factors which will affect this number, such as variations in the
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timesteps used, variations in the network architecture hyperparameters, the overall number

of particles considered (1024 particles in the CG simulation does not typically saturate the

GPU) and perhaps most importantly, variations in the number of atoms which are coarse-

grained over. In regards to this last factor, methanol has a 6-to-1 ratio between atomistic

and CG representations, but benzene has a 12-to-1 particle ratio between atomistic and CG

representations, and furthermore has fewer neighbors in the same interaction radius, leading

to reduced cost for message-passing operations in the neural network.

Conclusions

In this work, we built an ML CG workflow based on the bottom-up approach of Multi-

Scale Coarse-Graining, for the first time using the Hierarchically Interacting Particle Neural

Network (HIP-NN)48,49 with the aim of studying the transferability of coarse-grained models

through varying thermodynamic conditions. In order to produce a robust workflow suitable

for studying many molecules and state points, it was important to include a pairwise-repulsive

potential, with parameters set before training. Otherwise, the workflow is very similar to

training an AA potential using (fluctuating) forces, but not energies. As a result we were

able to build more than 150 models and run over 400 MD simulations with those models,

exploring the accuracy of models trained and used at the same state point, models trained

and used at different state points, and models trained and used at multiple state points.

Our results show that the ML CG models here produce more consistent structural accu-

racy (as quantified by the RDF) than OpenMSCG pairwise CG models built using the same

data, using liquid methanol at a variety of temperatures. Furthermore, training a model at

300K and deploying it across the range of 200K to 400K showed that the ML CG model

is also significantly more transferable than the pairwise model. This is intriguing because

although the neural network is highly expressive, it is not obvious how it distills many-body

contributions to the CG free energy that make the potential more transferable. This is even
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more surprising when considering the inherent noise in force-matching, which drastically re-

duces the model’s ability to match its training data precisely. This stands in contrast to the

construction of AA potentials, where forces and energies can be matched during training to

extreme precision.

We furthermore applied the ML CG workflow to study supercritical methanol, benzene,

and methane across a range of densities and temperatures to study transferability from a

more broad perspective. These conditions span significant variation in structural ordering in

the fluids. We found that while overall model accuracy is superior using single-state models,

models transferred across thermodynamic states do not produce extreme levels of error, and

in some instances appear to paradoxically produce somewhat lower error than single-state

models. We also tested building force-matched models trained across multiple state points.

Although such a workflow violates the thermodynamic assumptions of coarse-graining (as

the CG free energy is a function of temperature and density), there was no difficulty in

producing these multi-state models, and they performed very well. However, given the

relatively surprising level of transferability of single-state ML CG models, the comparative

advantage of training to multiple state points was not strong. Multi-state training did

improve on the variance of the RDF error for higher density methanol and benzene.

One area for future work is to explore transferability for cases of larger differences in

structure, such as through phase transitions, e.g. between crystal and liquid. It might be

that in this case, a multi-state training procedure shows stronger advantages. However,

it is more difficult to automate the training data generation across thermodynamic phase

changes, and this challenge would need to be addressed. Additionally, there are a wide va-

riety of possible targets for coarse-graining, such as proteins, macromolecules, alloys, and

liquid mixtures, which might be explored. Another future work possibility is to explore the

potential for non-equilibrium coarse-grained simulations. Given the surprising transferabil-

ity of these potentials, it may be possible to accurately model near-equilibrium conditions

where temperatures and/or pressures evolve, either as a function of time or over space given
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by some boundary conditions. An exciting possibility is to incorporate additional thermody-

namics into the free energy function, essentially applying the concept of thermodynamically

consistent learning40 to coarse-graining; such a concept has recently be introduced and ex-

plored for the coarse-graining of hexane.71 With a wide range of recent improvements and

ideas, machine learning based coarse-graining is poised to enable accurate simulations on

large length and time scales across a wider ranges of thermodynamic conditions.
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Repulsive potential

To help the HIP-NN-TS models handle pairs of beads whose distance is less than that of

any pairs in the set of training data, a repulsive pair potential is added. The potential is of

the form

Erep(r) = E0e
−ar (1)
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where r is the pair distance, E0, a > 0 are parameters chosen for each network, and Erep(r)

is the contribution to the energy potential from the pair. The following values are used to

calculate E0 and a:

Variable name Variable interpretation Value(s) used

t pair distance at which

repulsive potential should

be minimal

lowest pair distance in

training data (outliers

excluded)

s strength of force on

particle due to repulsive

potential at t− d

the mean force magnitude

from the training data

d see preceding row 0.15 (Angstroms)

p percentage of s that

remains at t

0.05

Based on these values, the values of a and E0 are calculated as

a =
1

d
ln

(
1

p

)
and E0 =

pseat

a
. (2)

Then the force on one particle from another particle at distance r due to the repulsive

potential is

Frep(r) = −∂Erep

∂dr
(r) = aE0e

−ar, (3)

and one can verify that Frep(t) = ps and Frep(t− d) = s.
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Training statistics

Here the statistics of the trained HIP-NN-TS models are reported. Recall that the Total Loss

is the sum of Force MAE and Force RMSE. The Force R2 is also reported. Each statistic is

displayed as the mean plus or minus the standard deviation across the five variants of that

model which were trained.

Methanol

Force MAE Force RMSE Total Loss Force R2

Temp. Density Dataset

600 K 1.27 g/cm3 validation 8.982± 0.002 11.845± 0.002 20.826± 0.003 0.138± 0.000

testing 9.010± 0.002 11.862± 0.002 20.872± 0.003 0.140± 0.000

training 8.963± 0.005 11.819± 0.006 20.782± 0.012 0.143± 0.001

1.03 g/cm3 validation 6.560± 0.001 8.877± 0.002 15.436± 0.001 0.153± 0.000

testing 6.545± 0.001 8.860± 0.001 15.405± 0.001 0.150± 0.000

training 6.532± 0.003 8.834± 0.002 15.366± 0.004 0.155± 0.000

0.85 g/cm3 validation 5.246± 0.001 7.255± 0.002 12.501± 0.003 0.156± 0.001

testing 5.246± 0.001 7.260± 0.003 12.506± 0.004 0.161± 0.001

training 5.263± 0.003 7.288± 0.005 12.551± 0.007 0.161± 0.001

700 K 1.27 g/cm3 validation 9.874± 0.001 13.096± 0.001 22.970± 0.002 0.138± 0.000

testing 9.867± 0.001 13.084± 0.001 22.951± 0.003 0.135± 0.000

training 9.872± 0.003 13.079± 0.003 22.950± 0.007 0.137± 0.000

1.03 g/cm3 validation 7.146± 0.002 9.742± 0.001 16.888± 0.001 0.147± 0.000

testing 7.138± 0.003 9.769± 0.001 16.907± 0.002 0.146± 0.000

training 7.131± 0.004 9.741± 0.002 16.872± 0.006 0.149± 0.000

0.85 g/cm3 validation 5.615± 0.001 7.872± 0.001 13.487± 0.002 0.152± 0.000

testing 5.640± 0.001 7.912± 0.001 13.552± 0.001 0.150± 0.000

training 5.624± 0.001 7.906± 0.001 13.529± 0.001 0.151± 0.000
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Methanol continued

Force MAE Force RMSE Total Loss Force R2

Temp. Density Dataset

800 K 1.27 g/cm3 validation 10.803± 0.002 14.375± 0.003 25.178± 0.004 0.132± 0.000

testing 10.704± 0.001 14.272± 0.001 24.976± 0.001 0.136± 0.000

training 10.762± 0.004 14.330± 0.006 25.092± 0.011 0.137± 0.001

1.03 g/cm3 validation 7.686± 0.002 10.557± 0.002 18.243± 0.005 0.146± 0.000

testing 7.678± 0.002 10.574± 0.002 18.253± 0.003 0.145± 0.000

training 7.682± 0.003 10.580± 0.003 18.261± 0.006 0.148± 0.001

0.85 g/cm3 validation 5.985± 0.002 8.512± 0.002 14.498± 0.002 0.149± 0.000

testing 5.979± 0.003 8.481± 0.002 14.461± 0.001 0.148± 0.000

training 5.979± 0.002 8.499± 0.004 14.478± 0.003 0.151± 0.001

Multi-state validation 7.370± 0.001 10.252± 0.002 17.622± 0.001 0.142± 0.000

testing 7.849± 0.001 10.910± 0.003 18.760± 0.004 0.143± 0.000

training 7.539± 0.003 10.485± 0.003 18.024± 0.006 0.141± 0.001
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Benzene

Force MAE Force RMSE Total Loss Force R2

Temp. Density Dataset

600 K 1.06 g/cm3 validation 6.710± 0.003 9.084± 0.003 15.794± 0.006 0.161± 0.001

testing 6.726± 0.003 9.092± 0.004 15.818± 0.006 0.160± 0.001

training 6.701± 0.004 9.058± 0.004 15.759± 0.007 0.162± 0.001

0.80 g/cm3 validation 3.990± 0.002 5.833± 0.002 9.824± 0.002 0.149± 0.001

testing 4.030± 0.002 5.900± 0.002 9.929± 0.002 0.146± 0.001

training 4.014± 0.002 5.879± 0.002 9.892± 0.003 0.147± 0.001

0.61 g/cm3 validation 2.843± 0.002 4.491± 0.002 7.334± 0.001 0.127± 0.001

testing 2.844± 0.002 4.481± 0.002 7.325± 0.001 0.129± 0.001

training 2.868± 0.006 8.019± 1.734 10.886± 1.740 −1.865± 1.038

700 K 1.06 g/cm3 validation 7.555± 0.002 10.257± 0.002 17.812± 0.003 0.159± 0.000

testing 7.558± 0.002 10.284± 0.002 17.842± 0.003 0.161± 0.000

training 7.562± 0.002 10.275± 0.002 17.837± 0.003 0.163± 0.000

0.80 g/cm3 validation 4.482± 0.002 6.612± 0.001 11.094± 0.002 0.147± 0.000

testing 4.504± 0.002 6.647± 0.002 11.151± 0.002 0.146± 0.000

training 4.495± 0.002 6.636± 0.002 11.131± 0.003 0.147± 0.001

0.61 g/cm3 validation 3.168± 0.003 5.061± 0.003 8.229± 0.002 0.133± 0.001

testing 3.144± 0.004 5.016± 0.003 8.161± 0.002 0.131± 0.001

training 3.173± 0.003 6.907± 0.342 10.080± 0.344 −0.621± 0.159

800 K 1.06 g/cm3 validation 8.410± 0.002 11.480± 0.003 19.890± 0.001 0.161± 0.000

testing 8.383± 0.001 11.409± 0.003 19.791± 0.002 0.162± 0.000

training 8.416± 0.002 11.477± 0.005 19.892± 0.006 0.163± 0.001

0.80 g/cm3 validation 4.988± 0.003 7.382± 0.002 12.369± 0.001 0.150± 0.000

testing 4.991± 0.002 7.370± 0.003 12.361± 0.001 0.152± 0.001

training 4.998± 0.002 7.405± 0.002 12.403± 0.002 0.151± 0.000

0.61 g/cm3 validation 3.518± 0.011 5.699± 0.015 9.217± 0.017 0.129± 0.005

testing 3.502± 0.011 5.631± 0.007 9.133± 0.011 0.137± 0.002

training 3.504± 0.011 5.659± 0.007 9.164± 0.014 0.134± 0.002
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Benzene continued

Force MAE Force RMSE Total Loss Force R2

Temp. Density Dataset

Multi-state validation 4.862± 0.003 7.381± 0.007 12.243± 0.008 0.145± 0.002

testing 5.464± 0.009 8.519± 0.534 13.983± 0.543 0.081± 0.120

training 5.078± 0.006 7.775± 0.181 12.852± 0.187 0.125± 0.041
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Methane

Force MAE Force RMSE Total Loss Force R2

Temp. Density Dataset

300 K 0.30 g/cm3 validation 0.771± 0.001 1.410± 0.001 2.180± 0.000 0.528± 0.001

testing 0.765± 0.001 1.388± 0.001 2.153± 0.000 0.534± 0.001

training 0.765± 0.001 1.390± 0.001 2.156± 0.000 0.533± 0.001

0.16 g/cm3 validation 0.429± 0.001 0.978± 0.001 1.408± 0.000 0.535± 0.001

testing 0.429± 0.001 0.970± 0.001 1.399± 0.000 0.541± 0.001

training 0.432± 0.001 0.986± 0.001 1.418± 0.000 0.538± 0.001

0.10 g/cm3 validation 0.285± 0.000 0.772± 0.000 1.056± 0.000 0.551± 0.000

testing 0.289± 0.000 0.807± 0.001 1.097± 0.000 0.535± 0.001

training 0.283± 0.000 0.780± 0.001 1.063± 0.000 0.545± 0.001

500 K 0.30 g/cm3 validation 1.107± 0.002 2.092± 0.001 3.199± 0.001 0.520± 0.001

testing 1.098± 0.001 2.096± 0.001 3.194± 0.001 0.527± 0.000

training 1.095± 0.002 2.080± 0.001 3.175± 0.001 0.527± 0.000

0.16 g/cm3 validation 0.568± 0.002 1.347± 0.002 1.914± 0.000 0.538± 0.001

testing 0.570± 0.002 1.397± 0.002 1.967± 0.001 0.516± 0.001

training 0.566± 0.002 1.377± 0.002 1.943± 0.001 0.527± 0.001

0.10 g/cm3 validation 0.356± 0.001 1.070± 0.001 1.426± 0.000 0.522± 0.001

testing 0.350± 0.001 1.051± 0.001 1.400± 0.001 0.529± 0.001

training 0.348± 0.001 1.037± 0.001 1.385± 0.001 0.532± 0.001

700 K 0.30 g/cm3 validation 1.439± 0.002 2.827± 0.002 4.266± 0.001 0.516± 0.001

testing 1.458± 0.001 2.873± 0.002 4.332± 0.001 0.511± 0.001

training 1.439± 0.002 2.815± 0.002 4.254± 0.001 0.521± 0.001

0.16 g/cm3 validation 0.714± 0.001 1.826± 0.001 2.540± 0.001 0.520± 0.001

testing 0.705± 0.001 1.808± 0.001 2.513± 0.000 0.522± 0.000

training 0.718± 0.001 1.830± 0.001 2.548± 0.001 0.519± 0.001

0.10 g/cm3 validation 0.427± 0.001 1.362± 0.001 1.789± 0.000 0.520± 0.001

testing 0.429± 0.001 1.356± 0.001 1.785± 0.000 0.519± 0.001

training 0.429± 0.001 1.360± 0.001 1.790± 0.001 0.527± 0.001
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Methane continued

Force MAE Force RMSE Total Loss Force R2

Temp. Density Dataset

Multi-state validation 0.632± 0.001 1.539± 0.001 2.172± 0.001 0.523± 0.001

testing 0.761± 0.001 1.832± 0.002 2.593± 0.001 0.500± 0.001

training 0.681± 0.001 1.655± 0.001 2.337± 0.001 0.515± 0.001
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Below are the statistics for the models trained for the comparison with the OpenMSCG

method.

Methanol

Force MAE Force RMSE Force R2 Total Loss

Temp. Dataset

200 K training 2.5441 3.3669 0.2763 5.9110

validation 2.5507 3.3764 0.2736 5.9271

testing 2.4940 3.3089 0.3042 5.8029

220 K training 2.6335 3.4968 0.2720 6.1302

validation 2.6375 3.5062 0.2708 6.1437

testing 2.6449 3.5087 0.2614 6.1536

240 K training 2.7362 3.6470 0.2695 6.3832

validation 2.7248 3.6257 0.2712 6.3505

testing 2.7404 3.6462 0.2455 6.3866

260 K training 2.8349 3.7875 0.2614 6.6224

validation 2.8323 3.7857 0.2623 6.6181

testing 2.7616 3.6527 0.2906 6.4143

280 K training 2.9456 3.9430 0.2529 6.8886

validation 2.9440 3.9416 0.2530 6.8855

testing 2.8975 3.9620 0.2844 6.8595

300 K training 3.0370 4.0829 0.2438 7.1199

validation 3.0356 4.0772 0.2474 7.1128

testing 2.9605 3.9363 0.2622 6.8968

320 K training 3.1356 4.2195 0.2367 7.3551

validation 3.1319 4.2098 0.2355 7.3417

testing 3.0640 4.0750 0.2544 7.1390

340 K training 3.2318 4.3665 0.2278 7.5983

validation 3.2320 4.3685 0.2240 7.6005

testing 3.2447 4.3918 0.2164 7.6365
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Methanol continued

Force MAE Force RMSE Force R2 Total Loss

Temp. Dataset

360 K training 3.3178 4.4953 0.2221 7.8131

validation 3.3192 4.4978 0.2234 7.8169

testing 3.4481 4.6422 0.2309 8.0903

380 K training 3.4135 4.6409 0.2119 8.0544

validation 3.4127 4.6332 0.2156 8.0459

testing 3.3035 4.4568 0.2265 7.7603

400 K training 3.5046 4.7743 0.2067 8.2789

validation 3.5152 4.7927 0.2073 8.3079

testing 3.5246 4.8109 0.2198 8.3355
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Figure S1: Results of the methanol comparison study where both the ML CG and OpenM-
SCG models were trained using (a) 10 and (b) 100 frames of training data.

Effects of training set size

We repeated the methods used in both the methanol comparison study and the cross-

molecular study in the main text but with fewer frames in the ML CG and OpenMSCG

model training data sets to investigate how the training data size affects the models’ per-

formance. The speed and automation of the developed workflows made training the 170+

additional ML CG models and running the 420+ additional MD runs needed for these anal-

yses a feasible task.

Figure S1 shows the results for the methanol comparison study. In this investigation, both

the OpenMSCG models and the ML CG models were trained using only 10 (subfigure (a))

and 100 (subfigure (b)) frames in the training data set, as opposed to the 1,000 frames used

in the results discussed in the main text. For 10 frames, both methods exhibit errors within

two times the errors (i.e. TAEs) of the original trial using 1,000 frames, with the exception

of the ML CG model at 200 K, which has an error approximately four times the error for

the 1,000 frames trial. Additionally, there is more fluctuation/noise in the results, indicating

that the performance may be more sensitive to the random sample of training frames used.
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For the trial using 100 frames of training data, this fluctuation is noticeably decreased. In

fact, the OpenMSCG results are only narrowly distinguishable from the results for 1,000

frames. Some fluctuation is still apparent in the results of the ML CG models, although the

errors are decreased in comparison with the 10 frame trial. These findings indicate that the

performance of the OpenMSCG models may saturate earlier than the performance of the

ML CG models, when provided access to more training data.

Figure S2 shows the results of the cross-molecular study when 100, rather than 1,000,

frames of training data are used. In general, we observe higher error in some cases and

a larger standard deviation (represented by the error bars) in many cases. For methanol

(subfigure (a)), the errors are on average about a factor of two greater than the errors for

the trial with 1,000 frames. The standard deviation of the errors is also 2-4 times greater in

the highest density case, largely unchanged in the middle density case, and extremely large

(up to 0.75 Å) in the lowest density case. Closer investigation revealed that the cause of

the high error in the lowest density case was an effect resembling a phase change in some

of the MD runs. For benzene, the differences between the 100 frame trial and the 1,000

frame trial are less pronounced. Errors up to twice the errors of the 1,000 frame trial are

observed in the 100 frame trial, but in most instances, the change is much less. Additionally,

the standard deviations are up to twice as high in the 100 frame case, but again, in most

cases the difference is not this great. Most notable is that the standard deviation for the

single-state models is noticeably higher, particularly in the highest density case. Finally,

the results for methane are shown in subfigure (c). The results in the main text for the

methane models trained on 1,000 frames of data were remarkably consistent with extremely

low error and standard deviation. The results show here for the trial with 100 frames are

nearly identical, with the most noticeable difference being a higher standard deviation on

the multi-state model for the low-temperature, low-density case. While the results for the

methanol models were significantly improved by the addition of more training data, the

methane models exhibit little change. This suggests that the needed number of frames of
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training data varies based on the geometry and/or size of the molecule.

Interpolation test

Figure S3 shows the results of an interpolation test for the multi-state ML CG model trained

for methanol in the cross-molecular study. This multi-state model was trained with data

generated at nine state points representing each combination of three temperatures–600 K,

700 K, and 800 K–and three densities–1.27 g/cm3, 1.03 g/cm3, and 0.85 g/cm3. The purpose

of the test was to determine whether the model had simply learned how to perform at those

nine state points or if it is able to extend its performance to intermediate state points

(temperature between 600 K and 800 K and density between 1.27 g/cm3 and 0.85 g/cm3).

The four state points chosen for this test were at each combination of the temperatures

650 K and 750 K and densities 1.12 g/cm3 and 0.92 g/cm3. For each test state point, AA

MD was run in the same manner used to generate training data as described in the Training

subsection of the main text. This AA data was not used for model training, however, but

solely to generate AA RDFs. Randomly selected frames from the AA trajectories were also

used as initial starting points for the CG MD. The RDFs generated from running CG MD

using the methanol multi-state model are also shown in the figure. The resulting TAEs range

from 0.10 Å to 0.25 Å, perfectly in line with the results for the state points represented in

the model training data which ranged from about 0.10 Å to about 0.45 Å. The general

trend of the methanol multi-state model performing slightly better at lower temperatures,

which was observed in analysis of the cross-molecular study results in the main text, can also

be seen clearly here. Based on these findings, we expect that the multi-state model would

perform similarly well on any state points within the range of the model training data, with

slightly better results at lower temperatures.
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Figure S2: Results of the cross-molecular study when 100 frames rather than 100 frames were
used to train the various models for (a) methanol, (b) benzene, and (c) methane. Notice
that the vertical scale on the methanol plot differs from that of the other two plots.
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Figure S3: RDFs generated with AA MD compared with the multi-state ML CG models for
methanol. The temperatures and densities at which these RDFs were generated were not
included in the training data for the multi-state model.
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